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Monday, February

8. 2010

Getting ready to leave Ibiza (again :-)
The weekend was business as usual: First I won the World Championship ("Project Gotham Racing" beaten). Then I
survived the final suicide mission (!?) on my spaceship, rescued all my crew-mates from evil aliens and saved the
Galaxy ("Mass Effect 2" beaten) . Afterwards I put the XBox back into the (cardboard) box - enough gaming for a few
months. Weather forecast for Tuesday... and Friday.But the real world is no less interesting: The weather forecast
promises NW to E winds from Tuesday on! Looks like the waiting paid finally off. Maybe those guys should have waited
too, hehe. So I'm getting Vespina ready for another go at Gibraltar. That includes doing the laundry, filling all tanks,
charging all batteries (boat, handheld emergency radio, cameras, navtex, gps, flashlights, laptops, phones,
ebook-reader, mp3-player, radio, portable speakers, ... Oh dear, do I really need all that?), stocking up on food
(especially fruit & chocolate!), checking the rigging and lines, testing the lights, downloading weather charts, updating
the route and the GPS waypoints, backing up the hard-disks, packing the grab-bag and finally stowing away everything
that is not absolutely necessary. I can't stand it when stuff is (f)lying around on the boat while I'm sailing. I had a great
time on Ibiza and made many new friends which I hope to see again. But the Island really is a place for youths on
vacation and pensioners. The weather is great and it's really nice, but every day's the same. So my recommendation is
to not come here for an extended time unless you can leave ambitions and big plans behind, or you'll go crazy
eventually. Ok, back to work!
Posted by Axel Busch in Vespina at 06:46
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